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Network Security Attacks and Countermeasures 2016-01-18 our world is increasingly driven by sophisticated networks
of advanced computing technology and the basic operation of everyday society is becoming increasingly vulnerable to
those networks shortcomings the implementation and upkeep of a strong network defense is a substantial challenge beset
not only by economic disincentives but also by an inherent logistical bias that grants advantage to attackers network
security attacks and countermeasures discusses the security and optimization of computer networks for use in a variety
of disciplines and fields touching on such matters as mobile and vpn security ip spoofing and intrusion detection this edited
collection emboldens the efforts of researchers academics and network administrators working in both the public and
private sectors this edited compilation includes chapters covering topics such as attacks and countermeasures mobile
wireless networking intrusion detection systems next generation firewalls and more
Developing Next-Generation Countermeasures for Homeland Security Threat Prevention 2016-08-30 in the modern world
natural disasters are becoming more commonplace unmanned systems are becoming the norm and terrorism and espionage are
increasingly taking place online all of these threats have made it necessary for governments and organizations to steel
themselves against these threats in innovative ways developing next generation countermeasures for homeland security
threat prevention provides relevant theoretical frameworks and empirical research outlining potential threats while
exploring their appropriate countermeasures this relevant publication takes a broad perspective from network security
surveillance reconnaissance and physical security all topics are considered with equal weight ideal for policy makers it
professionals engineers ngo operators and graduate students this book provides an in depth look into the threats facing
modern society and the methods to avoid them
Computer Security And Risk Analysis 2018-11-18 threats categories computer security risk analysis threats
prioritization possible attack scenarios security policy for the usage of smartphones in the organization premises
Cryptographic Solutions for Secure Online Banking and Commerce 2016-05-20 technological advancements have led to
many beneficial developments in the electronic world especially in relation to online commerce unfortunately these
advancements have also created a prime hunting ground for hackers to obtain financially sensitive information and
deterring these breaches in security has been difficult cryptographic solutions for secure online banking and commerce
discusses the challenges of providing security for online applications and transactions highlighting research on digital
signatures public key infrastructure encryption algorithms and digital certificates as well as other e commerce protocols
this book is an essential reference source for financial planners academicians researchers advanced level students
government officials managers and technology developers
Sensor Technology: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2020-02-07 collecting and processing data is a
necessary aspect of living in a technologically advanced society whether it s monitoring events controlling different
variables or using decision making applications it is important to have a system that is both inexpensive and capable of
coping with high amounts of data as the application of these networks becomes more common it becomes imperative to
evaluate their effectiveness as well as other opportunities for possible implementation in the future sensor technology
concepts methodologies tools and applications is a vital reference source that brings together new ways to process and
monitor data and to put it to work in everything from intelligent transportation systems to healthcare to multimedia
applications it also provides inclusive coverage on the processing and applications of wireless communication sensor
networks and mobile computing highlighting a range of topics such as internet of things signal processing hardware and
wireless sensor technologies this multi volume book is ideally designed for research and development engineers it specialists
developers graduate students academics and researchers
Managing Security Issues and the Hidden Dangers of Wearable Technologies 2016-08-26 advances in mobile computing
have provided numerous innovations that make people s daily lives easier and more convenient however as technology
becomes more ubiquitous corresponding risks increase as well managing security issues and the hidden dangers of wearable
technologies examines the positive and negative ramifications of emerging wearable devices and their potential threats to
individuals as well as organizations highlighting socio ethical issues policy implementation and appropriate usage this
book is a pivotal reference source for professionals policy makers academics managers and students interested in the
security and privacy implications of wearable digital devices
Innovative Solutions for Access Control Management 2016-05-16 technological innovation and evolution continues
to improve personal and professional lifestyles as well as general organizational and business practices however these
advancements also create potential issues in the security and privacy of the user s information innovative solutions for
access control management features a comprehensive discussion on the trending topics and emergent research in it security
and governance highlighting theoretical frameworks and best practices as well as challenges and solutions within the
topic of access control and management this publication is a pivotal reference source for researchers practitioners
students database vendors and organizations within the information technology and computer science fields
Security Solutions for Hyperconnectivity and the Internet of Things 2016-08-30 the internet of things describes a world
in which smart technologies enable objects with a network to communicate with each other and interface with humans
effortlessly this connected world of convenience and technology does not come without its drawbacks as
interconnectivity implies hackability security solutions for hyperconnectivity and the internet of things offers insights
from cutting edge research about the strategies and techniques that can be implemented to protect against cyber attacks
calling for revolutionary protection strategies to reassess security this book is an essential resource for programmers
engineers business professionals researchers and advanced students in relevant fields
Security Management in Mobile Cloud Computing 2016-08-01 mobile cloud computing mcc has experienced explosive
growth and is expected to continue to rise in popularity as new services and applications become available as with any
new technology security issues continue to be a concern and developing effective methods to protect sensitive information
and data on the cloud is imperative security management in mobile cloud computing explores the difficulties and challenges
of securing user data and information on mobile cloud platforms investigating a variety of protocols and architectures
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that can be used to design create and develop security mechanisms this publication is an essential resource for it
specialists researchers and graduate level students interested in mobile cloud computing concepts and security
Securing the Internet of Things: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2019-09-06 the ubiquity of modern
technologies has allowed for increased connectivity between people and devices across the globe this connected
infrastructure of networks creates numerous opportunities for applications and uses as the applications of the internet
of things continue to progress so do the security concerns for this technology the study of threat prevention in the
internet of things is necessary as security breaches in this field can ruin industries and lives securing the internet of things
concepts methodologies tools and applications is a vital reference source that examines recent developments and emerging
trends in security and privacy for the internet of things through new models practical solutions and technological
advancements related to security highlighting a range of topics such as cloud security threat detection and open source
software this multi volume book is ideally designed for engineers it consultants ict procurement managers network system
integrators infrastructure service providers researchers academics and professionals interested in current research on
security practices pertaining to the internet of things
Computer Systems and Software Engineering: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2017-12-01
professionals in the interdisciplinary field of computer science focus on the design operation and maintenance of
computational systems and software methodologies and tools of engineering are utilized alongside computer applications
to develop efficient and precise information databases computer systems and software engineering concepts methodologies
tools and applications is a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly material on trends techniques and
uses of various technology applications and examines the benefits and challenges of these computational developments
highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as utility computing computer security and information systems applications
this multi volume book is ideally designed for academicians researchers students web designers software developers and
practitioners interested in computer systems and software engineering
Handbook of Research on Modern Cryptographic Solutions for Computer and Cyber Security 2016-05-16 internet usage
has become a facet of everyday life especially as more technological advances have made it easier to connect to the web
from virtually anywhere in the developed world however with this increased usage comes heightened threats to security
within digital environments the handbook of research on modern cryptographic solutions for computer and cyber security
identifies emergent research and techniques being utilized in the field of cryptology and cyber threat prevention featuring
theoretical perspectives best practices and future research directions this handbook of research is a vital resource for
professionals researchers faculty members scientists graduate students scholars and software developers interested in
threat identification and prevention
Debris Flow 2014-03-10 this is the 2nd edition of one of the most comprehensive accounts of debris flow describing both
theoretical and applied aspects in the first part the fundamental mechanical characteristics are discussed including flow
characteristics type classification mechanics occurrence and development fully developed flow and deposition processes
th
Understanding Cybersecurity Management in Decentralized Finance 2023-01-09 this book discusses understand
cybersecurity management in decentralized finance defi it commences with introducing fundamentals of defi and cybersecurity
to readers it emphasizes on the importance of cybersecurity for decentralized finance by illustrating recent cyber breaches
attacks and financial losses the book delves into understanding cyber threats and adversaries who can exploit those
threats it advances with cybersecurity threat vulnerability and risk management in defi the book helps readers understand
cyber threat landscape comprising different threat categories for that can exploit different types of vulnerabilities
identified in defi it puts forward prominent threat modelling strategies by focusing on attackers assets and software the
book includes the popular blockchains that support defi include ethereum binance smart chain solana cardano avalanche
polygon among others with so much monetary value associated with all these technologies the perpetrators are always
lured to breach security by exploiting the vulnerabilities that exist in these technologies for simplicity and clarity all
vulnerabilities are classified into different categories arithmetic bugs re entrancy attack race conditions exception
handling using a weak random generator timestamp dependency transaction ordering dependence and front running vulnerable
libraries wrong initial assumptions denial of service flash loan attacks and vampire since decentralized finance
infrastructures are the worst affected by cyber attacks it is imperative to understand various security issues in different
components of defi infrastructures and proposes measures to secure all components of defi infrastructures it brings the
detailed cybersecurity policies and strategies that can be used to secure financial institutions finally the book provides
recommendations to secure defi infrastructures from cyber attacks
UNAFEI Newsletter 1993-12 this book presents a collection of peer reviewed best selected research papers presented at
the first international conference on smart and sustainable technologies icsst 2021 organized by department of ece giet
university gunupur rayagada odisha india during december 16 18 2021 the proceedings of the conference have a special
focus on the developments of local tribe and rural people using smart and sustainable technologies it is an
interdisciplinary platform for researchers practitioners and educators as well as ngo workers who are working in the
area of web engineering iot and cloud computing internet of everything data science artificial intelligence machine learning
computer vision and intelligent robotics particularly for the rural and tribal development
Smart and Sustainable Technologies: Rural and Tribal Development Using IoT and Cloud Computing 2022-07-27 in terms
of raw numbers the amount of world urban dwellers have increased four fold skyrocketing from 740 million in 1950 to
almost 3 3 billion in 2007 this ongoing urbanization will continue to create major security challenges in most countries
based on contributions from academics and practitioners from countries as diverse as nigeria pakist
Urbanization, Policing, and Security 2009-12-16 the purpose of this treatise is to bring the characteristics of the
disastrous events of the region to the fore seeking to present not only the continuing fatalities and fragilities of the area
but also the possibilities for coping with natural disasters the book s layout is specifically shaped by the nature of the
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damage and threat caused by these disasters particularly concerning the communities at risk and their responses this book
will appeal to those involved in both global and local organizations as administrators facilitators stakeholders and
activists as well as governmental non governmental agencies societies including organizations such as escap undp wmo
unesco uncrd
Natural Disaster Reduction 2007-04 this book provides readers to the vision of society 5 0 which was originally
proposed in the fifth basic science and technology plan by japan s government for a technology based human centered
society emerging from the fourth industrial revolution industry 4 0 the implementation of ai and other modern techniques in
a smart society requires automated data scheduling and analysis using smart applications a smart infrastructure smart
systems and a smart network features provides an overview of basic concepts of society 5 0 as well as the main pillars
that support the implementation of society 5 0 contains the most recent research analysis in the domain of computer
vision signal processing and computing sciences for facilitating smart homes buildings transport facilities environmental
conditions and cities and the benefits these offer to a nation presents the readers with practical approaches of using ai and
other algorithms for smart ecosystem to deals with human dynamics the social objects and their relations deals with the
utilization of ai tools and other modern techniques for smart society as well as the current challenging issues and its
solutions for transformation to society 5 0 this book is aimed at graduate and post graduate students researchers
academicians working in the field of computer science artificial intelligence and machine learning
Resource Material Series 1995-12 in nations all over the world community policing has been found extremely beneficial in
improving public confidence in the police community oriented policing and police citizen cooperation is now the accepted
framework for all progressive police departments drawn from the proceedings at the 2010 international police executive
symposium ipes in
Technological Prospects and Social Applications of Society 5.0 2023-07-04 this book contains 9 chapters chapter 1
introduction to 6g technology chapter 2 fundamentals of 6g technology chapter 3 core technologies in 6g chapter 4
beyond speed 6g performance metrics chapter 5 network architecture and topology in 6g chapter 6 security and privacy in
6g chapter 7 global 6g initiatives chapter 8 application and use cases of 6g chapter 9 challenges and future research
directions in 6g appendices recommended questions with answers on 6g recommended further readings and resources
Global Community Policing 2012-08-06 this book addresses six areas of policing performance management professional
and academic partnerships preventing and fighting crime and terrorism immigrant and multicultural populations policing the
police and cyber security the book contains the most current and ground breaking research across the world of policing
with contributors from over 20 countries it is also a suitable reference or textbook in a special topics course it
consists of edited versions of the best papers presented at the ipes annual meeting in budapest
6G Technology and It’s Applications 2023-10-30 this report examines the implications of the proliferation of hypersonic
missiles and possible measures to hinder it this report first explores some of the potential strategic implications of the
proliferation of hypersonic missile technology beyond the three major powers the united states russia and china it then
examines the process of such proliferation and finally it discusses possible means for hindering such proliferation
Global Issues in Contemporary Policing 2017-03-03 a collection of works some previously published as articles in the
journal police practice and research this book provides both conceptual analysis and case studies exploring historical
and sociopolitical contexts of conflicts in order to help readers better understand these themes the book defines the
concepts of terrorism and radicalization discusses countering terrorism through intelligence gathering and examines
different policing models the conclusions drawn from these findings may assist in combating terrorism and political violence
around the world this book is a co publication with the international police executive symposium ipes
Hypersonic Missile Nonproliferation 2017-09-27 this handbook discusses challenges and limitations in existing solutions
and presents state of the art advances from both academia and industry in big data analytics and digital forensics the
second chapter comprehensively reviews iot security privacy and forensics literature focusing on iot and unmanned aerial
vehicles uavs the authors propose a deep learning based approach to process cloud s log data and mitigate enumeration
attacks in the third chapter the fourth chapter proposes a robust fuzzy learning model to protect it based infrastructure
against advanced persistent threat apt campaigns advanced and fair clustering approach for industrial data which is
capable of training with huge volume of data in a close to linear time is introduced in the fifth chapter as well as offering
an adaptive deep learning model to detect cyberattacks targeting cyber physical systems cps covered in the sixth chapter
the authors evaluate the performance of unsupervised machine learning for detecting cyberattacks against industrial
control systems ics in chapter 7 and the next chapter presents a robust fuzzy bayesian approach for ics s cyber threat
hunting this handbook also evaluates the performance of supervised machine learning methods in identifying cyberattacks
against cps the performance of a scalable clustering algorithm for cps s cyber threat hunting and the usefulness of
machine learning algorithms for macos malware detection are respectively evaluated this handbook continues with
evaluating the performance of various machine learning techniques to detect the internet of things malware the authors
demonstrate how macosx cyberattacks can be detected using state of the art machine learning models in order to identify
credit card frauds the fifteenth chapter introduces a hybrid model in the sixteenth chapter the editors propose a model
that leverages natural language processing techniques for generating a mapping between apt related reports and cyber
kill chain a deep learning based approach to detect ransomware is introduced as well as a proposed clustering approach
to detect iot malware in the last two chapters this handbook primarily targets professionals and scientists working in
big data digital forensics machine learning cyber security cyber threat analytics and cyber threat hunting as a reference
book advanced level students and researchers studying and working in computer systems computer networks and artificial
intelligence will also find this reference useful
Examining Political Violence 2013-12-13 meeting the challenges of global terrorism brings together an international
array of criminologists policymakers and police professionals to assess the main contemporary trends in terrorism
Handbook of Big Data Analytics and Forensics 2021-12-02 this book focuses on the key technologies challenges and
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research directions of the industrial internet of things iiot it provides a basis for discussing open principles methods and
research problems and provides a systematic overview of the state of the art research efforts directions and potential
challenges associated with iiot industrial internet of things technologies and research directions covers how industry
automation is projected to be the largest and fastest growing segment of the market it explores the collaborative
development of high performance telecommunications military industrial and general purpose embedded computing
applications and offers a systematic overview of the state of the art research efforts and new potential directions
researchers academicians and professionals working in this inter disciplinary area will be interested in this book
Meeting the Challenges of Global Terrorism 2002 the book presents high quality papers from the fourth international
conference on microelectronics and telecommunication engineering icmete 2021 it discusses the latest technological trends
and advances in major research areas such as microelectronics wireless communications optical communication signal
processing image processing big data cloud computing artificial intelligence and sensor network applications this book
includes the contributions of national and international scientists researchers and engineers from both academia and the
industry the contents of this volume will be useful to researchers professionals and students alike
Industrial Internet of Things 2022-04-06 first published in 1991 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company
Micro-Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering 2022-02-28 this book focuses on the use of the internet of things
iot and big data in business intelligence data management hadoop machine learning cloud smart cities etc iot and big data
emerged from the early 2000s data boom driven forward by many of the early internet and technology companies the
internet of things iot is an interconnection of several devices networks technologies and human resources to achieve a
common goal there are a variety of iot based applications being used in different sectors and have succeeded in providing
huge benefits to the users the generation of big data by iot has ruptured the existing data processing capacity of iot and
recommends to adopt the data analytics to strengthen solutions the success of iot depends upon the influential
association of big data analytics new technologies like search engines mobile devices and industrial machines provided as
much data as companies could handle and the scale continues to grow in a study conducted by idc the market intelligence
firm estimated that the global production of data would grow 10x between 2015 and 2020 so the proposed book
covers up all the aspects in the field discuss above
The Longest War 1991 this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the 17th
international conference on smart card research and advanced applications cardis 2018 held in monpellier france in
november 2018 the 13 revised full papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from 28 submissions
cardis has provided a space for security experts from industry and academia to exchange on security of smart cards and
related applications
New Trends and Applications in Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data Analytics 2022-05-16 in this text the editors
analyze the diverse situations that police forces operate under and the challenges that they face in different kinds of
democracies this cross cultural comparison of various systems highlights the universal observation that police are a
anomaly in a democracy and explores how various influences for example large scale social violence a zeal for crime
fighting and vulnerability to temptation often find police incapable of behaving in a democratic manner challenges of
policing democracies goes beyond just showing the similarities and differences of the policing challenges democratic
societies face it also examines the responses and remedies adopted by police in various countries at different levels of
democratic achievement and how every society struggles with the challenges of preserving democratic values without
sacrificing the effectiveness of policing
Smart Card Research and Advanced Applications 2019-03-06 how well do behavioral science interventions translate
and scale in the real world consider a practitioner who is looking to create behavior change through an intervention
perhaps it involves getting people to conserve energy increase compliance with a medication regime reduce misinformation or
improve tax collection the behavioral science practitioner will typically draw inspiration from a previous study or
intervention to translate into their own intervention the latest book in the behaviourally informed organizations series
what works what doesn t and when presents a collection of studies in applied behavioral research with a behind the scenes
look at how the project actually unfolded using seventeen case studies of such translation and scaling projects in
diverse domains such as financial decisions health energy conservation development reducing absenteeism diversity and
inclusion and reducing fare evasion the book outlines the processes the potential pitfalls as well as some prescriptions on
how to enhance the success of behavioral interventions the cases show how behavioral science research is done from
getting inspiration to adapting research into context designing tailored interventions and comparing and reconciling
results with contributions from leading academics and seasoned practitioners what works what doesn t and when
provides prescriptive advice on how to make behavior change projects happen and what pitfalls to watch out for
Challenges of Policing Democracies 2012-10-12 a revision of papers presented at the ninth annual meeting of the
international police executive symposium ipes which was held in szczytno poland in may 2001
What Works, What Doesn’t (and When) 2024-03-26 this book gathers high quality research papers presented at the 3rd
international conference on advanced computing and intelligent engineering icacie 2018 it includes sections describing
technical advances and the latest research in the fields of computing and intelligent engineering intended for graduate
students and researchers working in the disciplines of computer science and engineering the proceedings will also appeal to
researchers in the field of electronics as they cover hardware technologies and future communication technologies
Policing Corruption 2005 in this book one hundred selected articles in which the technology and science elite share
contribute to technology development collaborate and evolve the latest cutting edge technologies open ecosystem
resources new innovative computing solutions hands on labs and tutorials networking and community building to ensure
better integration of artificial intelligence into renewable energy systems innovation in computing continues at a growing
pace the key to success in this area is not only hardware but also the ability to leverage rapid advances in artificial
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intelligence including machine learning and deep learning data analytics data streaming and cloud computing which go hand
in hand with intensive research activity on the underlying computational methods the chapters in this book are organized
into thematic sections on advanced computing techniques artificial intelligence smart and sustainable cities renewable
energy systems materials in renewable energy smart energy efficiency smart cities applications recent developments and new
trends online supervision of renewable energy platforms predictive control in renewable systems smart embedded systems
for photovoltaic applications
Advanced Computing and Intelligent Engineering 2020-03-03 we have seen a sharp increase in the development of data
transfer techniques in the networking industry over the past few years we can see that the photos are assisting clinicians
in detecting infection in patients even in the current covid 19 pandemic condition with the aid of ml ai medical imaging such as
lung x rays for covid 19 infection is crucial in the early detection of many diseases we also learned that in the covid 19
scenario both wired and wireless networking are improved for data transfer but have network congestion an intriguing
concept that has the ability to reduce spectrum congestion and continuously offer new network services is providing
wireless network virtualization the degree of virtualization and resource sharing varies between the paradigms each
paradigm has both technical and non technical issues that need to be handled before wireless virtualization becomes a
common technology for wireless network virtualization to be successful these issues need careful design and evaluation
future wireless network architecture must adhere to a number of quality of service qos requirements virtualization has
been extended to wireless networks as well as conventional ones by enabling multi tenancy and tailored services with a
wider range of carrier frequencies it improves efficiency and utilization in the iot environment wireless users are
heterogeneous and the network state is dynamic making network control problems extremely difficult to solve as
dimensionality and computational complexity keep rising quickly deep reinforcement learning drl has been developed by the
use of deep neural networks dnns as a potential approach to solve high dimensional and continuous control issues
effectively deep reinforcement learning techniques provide great potential in iot edge and sdn scenarios and are used in
heterogeneous networks for iot based management on the qos required by each software defined network sdn service while
drl has shown great potential to solve emerging problems in complex wireless network virtualization there are still
domain specific challenges that require further study including the design of adequate dnn architectures with 5g network
optimization issues resource discovery and allocation developing intelligent mechanisms that allow the automated and
dynamic management of the virtual communications established in the sdns which is considered as research perspective
Advanced Computational Techniques for Renewable Energy Systems 2023-02-13 china s extraordinary economic growth
is inspiring research from a wide spectrum of fields to explain the phenomenon what are the primary drivers of china s
economic growth can it be sustained can the chinese business model be emulated by other countries what long term effects
will china s economic growth have on the global economy in this volume chun liao explores these issues in the context of
firms governance structures arguing that china s dual business system of state owned enterprises and private enterprises
is uniquely suited to the challenges of economic development in the twenty first century on the one hand china s state
owned enterprises are characterized by state coordination bank financing insulation from the stock market fluctuations
and incremental productivity enhancing innovations which are similar to the firms in the business systems of coordinated
market economies like germany and japan on the other hand china s private enterprises are characterized by private often
family ownership hard budget constraints profit maximization and more risky radical innovation which are similar to the
firms in the business systems of liberal market economies like the us and the uk based on the state controlling shareholding
in the state sector the boundary between the state sector business system and private sector business system is clear this
dual type system is contrasted with those in liberal market economies and those in coordinated market economies where
only one type system dominates drawing from empirical data and industry analysis over the past 15 years liao provides
unparalleled access to the dynamics of the chinese economy including ownership structure management design labor
management relations business infrastructure capitalization including role of banks and financial institutions private
investment and fdi in both the public and private sectors in the process she analyzes both opportunities and challenges
that result from china s dual business system particularly in regard to innovation core competitiveness and sustainable
growth in both state strategic technology based industries and private high technology industries the result is an
approach that sheds new light on china s economic performance and its rise as a player on the international stage
Heterogenous Computational Intelligence in Internet of Things 2023-10-23 metaverse and immersive technologies the book
covers the multidimensional perspectives of the metaverse through the prism of virtual reality augmented reality
blockchain artificial intelligence and iot ranging from rudimentary to advanced applications this book provides a thorough
explanation of how the technology behind metaverse and other virtual reality technologies are changing the world the
primary objective is to present the revolutionary innovation of the 21st century the metaverse and exhibit its wide range
of applications in different domains although blockchain and vr ar were the first popularly known applications of the
metaverse several other applications also exist while some still believe the metaverse is overhyped in reality it is
transforming almost every industry healthcare 3d 4d industry game industry business management artificial intelligence
and iot just to name a few this technological breakthrough not only paved the way for virtual reality but also provided
useful solutions for other areas of technology the unique nature of the technology which is a single shared immersive
persistent 3d virtual space where humans experience life in ways not possible in the physical world makes it suitable for
all real world applications it has great potential to transform business and companies are already in the race for
different product offerings audience ai and computer science researchers engineers and graduate students it personnel in
business as well as entrepreneurs and policymakers
The Governance Structures of Chinese Firms 2009-08-02
Metaverse and Immersive Technologies 2023-11-07
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